WOMEN / JACKETS

ASPIRE JACKET
49155

EBONY

ASPIRE JACKET
A stylish performance lightweight running
jacket for ambitious runners at colder days.
The lightweight X-Cool quick dry fabric
sheds the wind and rain so you stay comfortable and can run longer. The inside
counted for as much as the outside we developed this feminine jacket with a cool
shiny print on the inside to match the performance of the jacket. Features drawcord at
the waist and a hood.

FEATURES



100% Polyamide



Imported



Articulated arms for enhanced movement



Full front zip with X-Cool quick dry fabric



Windblock and water repellent fabric



Elastic drawcord at waist and hood with drawcord adjustment



HH logo on chest

WOMEN / JACKETS

ASTRA HOODED JACKET
54435

SUNBURNED PURPLE

ROCK

ASTRA HOODED JACKET
Perfect as a layering piece or as a light
hooded jacket to bring style to your everyday wardrobe.
A perfect layering piece or can double as a
light jacket when it's not so cold outside, this
mix of PrimaLoft® insulated front and back
panels with soft herringbone jersey panels
brings style and comfort to your everyday
wardrobe.

FEATURES



Soft Herringbone jersey 230g/m² on side panels and under arms, combined with insulated,
wind resistant and water repellant polyester
panels in hood and body front and back.



PrimaLoft® Black insulation



YKK front zip closure



Hand pockets with YKK zip closure



HH metal badge on sleeve

WOMEN / JACKETS

CREW HOODED MIDLAYER
33891

WHITE

CREW HOODED MIDLAYER
Our popular versatile jacket for sailors,
featuring classic marine style and function with a hood for added protection.
Our go-to marine all purpose jacket! When
the weather calls for added protection, this
waterproof, breathable jacket in a women's
cut keeps you warm and dry. Fully fleecelined with a warming collar and pockets for
added comfort offers a little extra insulation.
Embellishment friendly design with both a
back neck ID race pocket and embroidery/
print access zip in the liner makes this a true
favorite among clubs and teams
HELLY TECH®

POLARTECH®

FEATURES



HELLY TECH® Protection



Waterproof, windproof and breathable



2-ply fabric construction



Fully seam sealed



Durable Water Repellency treatment (DWR)



Polartec® fleece lining for additional warmth



Polartec® fleece-lined comfortable collar

WOMEN / JACKETS

CREW MIDLAYER JACKET
30317

NAVY

WHITE

CREW HOODED MIDLAYER
Our go-to marine all purpose jacket! Waterproof and breathable with key features
to keep you warm and dry in the elements.
Our go-to marine all purpose jacket! When
the weather calls for added protection, this
waterproof, breathable jacket in a women's
cut keeps you warm and dry. Fully fleecelined with a warming collar and pockets for
added comfort offers a little extra insulation.
Embellishment friendly design with both a
back neck ID race pocket and embroidery/
print access zip in the liner makes this a true
favorite among clubs and teams
HELLY TECH®

POLARTECH®

FEATURES



HELLY TECH® Protection



Waterproof, windproof and breathable



2-ply fabric construction



Fully seam sealed



Durable Water Repellency treatment (DWR)



Polartec® fleece lining for additional warmth



Polartec® fleece-lined comfortable collar

WOMEN / JACKETS

CREW INSULATOR JACKET
53030

EVENING BLUE

CREW INSULATOR JACKET
Lightweight padded jacket in a classic
feminine design.
Lightweight insulator jacket in a feminine
and classic design that last for several seasons. Wind and water repellent fabric paired
with Primaloft Black insulation for light protection from the elements. Provides comfort
and warmth on those chilly summer mornings or evenings, or when beating upwind
for hours on end.

WHITE

FEATURES



Wind resistant and water repellent polyester
shell.



Primaloft® insulation provides light protection
from the elements.



Quilted panel design.



Contrast piping at zipper, collar and back
yoke.



Funnel neck.



Full zip fastening with inner storm placket



Zipped hand warmer pockets to front.



Elasticated at inner collar and hem for a snug
fit.

WOMEN / JACKETS

CREW INSULATOR VEST
53031

EVENING BLUE

CREW INSULATOR JACKET
A lightweight insulator vest in a classic
feminine design featuring wind and water
repellent fabric.
Lightweight insulator vest in a feminine and
classic design that last for several seasons.
Wind and water repellent fabric paired with
Primaloft Black insulation for light protection
from the elements. Provides comfort and
warmth on those chilly summer mornings or
evenings, or when beating upwind for hours
on end.

FEATURES



Wind resistant and water repellent polyester
shell.



Primaloft® insulation provides light protection
from the elements.



Quilted panel design.



Contrast piping at zipper, collar and back
yoke.



Funnel neck.



Full zip fastening with inner storm placket



Long sleeves with elasticated cuffs.



Zipped hand warmer pockets to front.



Elasticated at inner collar and hem for a snug
fit.

WOMEN / JACKETS

H2 FLOW JACKET
51748

FEATURES
SUNBURNED PURPLE

H2 FLOW JACKET
The Helly Hansen W H2 Flow Jacket has
been awarded for it's revolutionary design, comfort, and functional construction.
Lightweight insulator vest in a feminine and
classic design that last for several seasons.
Wind and water repellent fabric paired with
Primaloft Black insulation for light protection
from the elements. Provides comfort and
warmth on those chilly summer mornings or
evenings, or when beating upwind for hours
on end.
POLARTECH®



Polartec® 200g brushed fleece in main body with
air pocket perforations



Bottom hem adjustment



Brushed tricot inside collar



Tricot lined sleeves for improved movability



YKK® Zipped hand pockets



Mesh protecting the construction during intense
activities



Open mesh inside allows air to flow between air
pockets and body



Zippers in front allows mechanical ventilation and
stimulate air flow



H²Flow mechanical ventilation system for adjustable insulation level



Polyester shell outer fabric locks heat inside the
air pockets

WOMEN / JACKETS

ODIN VERTICAL JACKET
62515

PINK GLOW

H2 FLOW JACKET
The Odin Vertical jacket is developed for
those passionate about exploring the backcountry. The Helly Tech® Professional 3Ply
shell is a totally new development enhanced
with Flow membrane technology enabling an
unparalleled breathability while still keeping
the high level of protection on guides are
demanding from their shells. Winter-specific
features as a removable light powder skirt
and Recco® searchable chip. Clean Scandinavian design and crisp colors making you
stand out and look your best at any adventure.
HELLY TECH®

FEATURES















Helly Tech® Professional
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
3 ply fabric construction with FLOW membrane
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency treatment (DWR)
Unlined for performance
Quick dry inside
YKK® Aquaguard water-resistant front zip
Helmet compatible fully adjustable hood
YKK® Aquaguard water-resistant zip pockets
YKK® Aquaguard water-resistant venting zips
Bottom hem adjustment
Adjustable cuffs

WOMEN / JACKETS

LYNESS TRENCH COAT
62290

NIMBUS WHITE STRIPE

FEATURES

LYNESS TRENCH COAT
Womens waterproof classical Helly
Tech® trench rain coat
The women's Lyness Coat is a new, modernized version of the classic HELLY HANSEN Fisherman's raincoat.
This rain jacket by HELLY HANSEN for
women has a great retro design and pays a
little extra attention to the details. Whether
you're a sailing fashionista or are simply
looking for a stylish jacket to keep you dry in
the rain, this jacket is an ideal choice.
Waterproof, breathable and windproof with
fully sealed seams and Helly Tech® Protection.
HELLY TECH®



Waterproof, windproof and breathable



2 Ply fabric construction



Fully seam sealed



Durable Water Repellency treatment (DWR)



Lined for comfort



Quick dry lining



YKK® coil center front zip



Button up front closure



Mechanical venting back



Lined hood



Full center front storm flap with snap buttons

WOMEN / JACKETS

WELSEY TRENCH COAT
62383

ASH
NAVY

FEATURES

WELSEY TRENCH COAT
Stylish Scandinavian take on a classic
trench!
Enjoy this Scandinavian take on a classic
trench coat for women! Without compromising style, we have bumped up the functionality and created a modern HellyTech jacket
for the city that is waterproof, windproof and
breathable. Classic styling and rich detailing
makes this coat unique. Stand-out technical
solutions with full zip closure and ventilation
prepare you for a busy day and challenging
weather.
HELLY TECH®



Helly Tech® Protection



Waterproof, windproof and breathable



2 Ply fabric construction



Fully seam sealed



Durable Water Repellency treatment
(DWR)



Lined for comfort



Quick dry lining

WOMEN / JACKETS

PARAMOUNT SOFTSHELL
62595

NIMBUS WHITE STRIPE

FEATURES

PARAMOUNT SOFTSHELL



Funnel neck with fleece lining and logo detail

Our performance softshell jacket for
women is water-resistant and windproof
and breathable for all weather conditions.



Long sleeves with hook-and-loop cuffs



Front zip closure

This lightweight well fitted jacket looks
equally great at ski resorts, on boats and in
the city. Athletic-looking, warm and protective, in versatile softshell fabrics. This jacket
handles it all! Deflector laminate softshell
fabric. Durable Water Repellency treatment
(DWR). YKK® coil full front zip. YKK® coil
zipped pockets. YKK® coil zipped Napoleon
pocket. Velcro cuff adjustments.



2 front zip slash pockets



Partially lined



Approx. 26" length (size S)

WOMEN / JACKETS

DAYBREAKER 1/2 ZIP FLEECE
50845

BRIGHT BLOOM

BLACK

DAYBREAKER 1/2 ZIP FLEECE
The women's Daybreaker 1/2 Zip is a versatile
fleece half-zip jacket by HELLY HANSEN for
year-round comfort.

WHITE

AQUA

FEATURES



Polartec®



Full YKK® coil zip front opening



Flatlock seams for low bulk

This super-lightweight 1/2 zip design is a must
have. With great full year versatility, the lightweight
brushed Daybreaker 1/2 Zip fleece by HELLY HAN- 
SEN works just as well for both sport and casual.
POLARTECH®

SUNBURNED PURPLE

HH logo embroidery at the chest
YKK® coil zipped hand pockets

WOMEN / JACKETS

LOKE JACKET
62282

WHITE

GRAPHITE

DARK TEAL

LOKE JACKET
Women's Helly Hansen LOKE JACKET.

CAYENNE

BLACK

FEATURES



100% Polyamide



Machine Wash

The essential adventure jacket. Practical for a variety of weather conditions with a fully waterproof and 
windproof yet breathable Helly Tech® construction,
front storm flap to keep out wind and rain, and

vents to prevent overheating. Fully adjustable cuffs,
hood, and waist let you adjust the fit and comfort for

year-round outdoor activity.
HELLY TECH®

BLOSSOM

Helly tech Protection - waterproof, windproof,
breathable
2.5-ply fabric construction, fully seamed
sealed
Durable water Repellency treatment (DWR)



Quick dry lining and long pit zip vents



Fully adjustable hood and bottom hem

WOMEN / JACKETS

DAYBREAKER FLEECE
51599

ROCK

BRIGHT BLOOM

DAYBREAKER FLEECE

FEATURES



This versatile fleece jacket for women is perfect
to keep the outdoor enthusiast warm during all 
seasons.



This super-lightweight full zip design is a must
have. With great full year versatility, this lightweight
brushed fleece top works just as well for both sport 
and casual.
POLARTECH®

Polartec®
Full YKK® coil zip front
Flatlock seams for low bulk
HH logo embroidery at the chest
YKK® coil zipped hand pockets

WOMEN / JACKETS

NAIAD FLEECE JACKET
53035

EVENING BLUE

NAIAD FLEECE JACKET
Warm and comfortable slick face fleece jacket
for those colder days when you need a bit of
extra warmth but still want a classic sporty
look.
Warm and comfortable slick face fleece jacket for
those colder days when you need a bit of extra
warmth but still want a classic sporty look.

FEATURES



Polyester slick face fleece



Polyester micro lightweight rip stop fabric at
collar



YKK® front zipper with back placket



Hand pockets with YKK® zip closure



Elasticated inside hem and collar for snug fit



Embroidered HH logo on sleeve and back
collar

WOMEN / JACKETS

ULLR MIDLAYER JACKET
53035

SUNBURNED PURPLE

ULLR MIDLAYER
Our Ullr midlayer is introducing the Lifa Flow
Technology to midlayers. The unique double
knitted structure offers unparalleled moisture managements through its active wicking. Designed for
free ride skiing the Ullr Midlayer have the essential
fit and features and added weather protection for
shoulders and hood that enables it to serve as a
stand alone piece for challenging accents as well
as being the ideal midlayer for high intensity skiing.

WINTER AQUA

FEATURES



Lifa Flow Double knitted fleece



Slick windproof reinforcements



Full YKK coil zip front opening



YKK coil zipped hand pockets



YKK zipped chest pocket

WOMEN / JACKETS

VERTEX STRETCH MIDLAYER
51745

SUNBURNED PURPLE

CAYENNE

VERTEX STRETCH MIDLAYER
A lightweight slick face fleece jacket for higher
paced activities.
Slick face fleece material with air channels to the
inside ensures air circulation and improved moisture management while a slimmer cut and light construction of the Vertex Full-Zip Stretch Midlayer by
HELLY HANSEN is ideal for outdoor pursuits at
increased speeds

EVE NING BLUE

FEATURES



Stand-up collar



Long sleeves



Front zip closure



2 front hidden zip slash pockets



Air channel slick face fleece



Quick drying honeycomb fabric construction



Full YKK® coil zip front opening



YKK® zipped chest pocket



Flatlock stitching for low bulk Textured lin-

ing

WOMEN / JACKETS

VANIR HETA JACKET
62702

SODALITE BLUE

CAYENNE

FEATURES



Hood, shoulders and upper arms use
waterproof-breathable HellyTech Performance 2.5-layer laminate, treated with a
DWR finish.



Polyester soft shell panels on lower
chest, back and underarms block wind
and vent heat from your core.



Hood has a laminated brim that won't
flop in your eyes, dual adjustments and
reflective details.



Mesh lined back vent.



Underarm zips help you cool when
you're working hard.



2 zippered handwarmer pockets.



Drawcord adjustable hem seals out the
elements.

VANIR HETA
A true backcountry workhorse, the Vanir Heta
Jacket combines waterproof panels with the comfort and movement of a soft shell layer. For stopand-start alpine climbing or heading out in unpredictable weather, you're protected from rain and
snow and still able to vent heat efficiently. A functional hood won't impede your vision and accessible pockets let you stash a few essentials.
HELLY TECH®

WOMEN / JACKETS

DAYBREAKER FLEECE
51599

ROCK

BRIGHT BLOOM

DAYBREAKER FLEECE

FEATURES



This versatile fleece jacket for women is perfect
to keep the outdoor enthusiast warm during all 
seasons.



This super-lightweight full zip design is a must
have. With great full year versatility, this lightweight
brushed fleece top works just as well for both sport 
and casual.
POLARTECH®

Polartec®
Full YKK® coil zip front
Flatlock seams for low bulk
HH logo embroidery at the chest
YKK® coil zipped hand pockets

WOMEN / JACKETS

WYNN HAIL JACKET
62706

ROCK

EBONY

WYNN HAIL
If you are looking for an ultralight, classic cut,
well-fitting transition jacket, the W Wynn Hail
Jacket is the perfect choice for you. Slim fit and
slender black base color make every look feminine. The four-way elastic, lightweight, breathable
fabric and practical kangaroo pockets provide a
high level of comfort whether on a busy weekday or
while exploring a longer hiking trail. Enjoy the whimsical spring weather in complete comfort!

FEATURES



Double weave lightweight stretch,
softshell



Geometric mesh for venting



90% Polyester, 10% Elastane



Machine Wash



medium-regular



Kangaroo hand pockets



Rib hem and cuffs for fit and comfort

WOMEN / JACKETS

LOGO HOODIE
54312

NAVY

DARK VIOLET

LOGO HOODIE

FEATURES



Our Helly Hansen Logo hoodie is made in beautiful cotton French terry is designed with a large 
HH logo on chest.



Thick laces and a lined hood gives the authentic
feel of the materials. A comfortable and snug piece 
that is a must have for late evenings year round.

Soft Cotton French Terry
Helly Hansen Logo artwork across chest
Jersey lined hood
Kangaroo pocket



Drawstring adjustment at hood



Ribbed hem and sleeve cuffs

WOMEN / JACKETS

NAIADLINE FZ HOODIE
53033

GREY MELANGE

NAIADALINE FZ HOODIE

FEATURES



Semitechnical front zip Hoodie with a clean and
nice design. Choose between the classic Grey melange or the fun marine striped option. Easy to wear
and provides that little extra warmth needed when 
the sun sets.

Cotton/polyamide double-sided stretch air knit
sweat fabric, YKK front zipper with back
placket
Hand pockets with YKK zip closure, hood with
draw cord adjustment



65% Polyester, 29% Rayon, 6% Elastane



Machine Wash



medium-regular



Raglan sleeves, articulated sleeves

WOMEN / JACKETS

LIFA ACTIVE 1/2 ZIP
48335

BLACK

LIFA ACTIVE 1/2 ZIP
A technical base layer for everyday use. Lifa®
fibers on the inside, wicking technical fibers on
the outside, and a 1/2 zip for comfort.
HH LIFA Mid is a performance base layer, delivering superior moisture management and lightweight
insulation for all year activities. HH LIFA Mid is an
advanced two layer construction with 100% Lifa®
fiber next to skin and wicking technical fibers outside. All in all, an unbeatable combination for moisture management, lightweight warmth and all day
comfort.

FEATURES



Lightweight insulation



Lifa® Flow Technology



2 layer construction



Lifa® fibers inside



Wicking polyester outside



1/2 Zip chest construction



Flat lock seams

WOMEN / JACKETS

LIFA CREW
48326

BLACK

LIFA CREW

FEATURES



Your new favourite performance base layer. Super-lightweight, breathable and quick-drying.

HH LIFA CREW is a performance base layer, deliv- 
ering lightweight insulation and comfort for everyday use and high performance activities. HH LIFA 
CREW is constructed with 100% Lifa® fibres that

are quick-dry, extremely breathable, and super
lightweight. Continually perfected over the last 40
years, Lifa® Stay Warm technology is the unique
ingredient of all Helly Hansen base layers.

Light weight insulation
100% Lifa®
Flatlock seams for max comfort
Natural stretch fabric
125g/m² fabric

WOMEN / JACKETS

HH WARM 1/2 ZIP
48543

BLACK
PINK GLOW

HH WARM 1/2 ZIP

FEATURES



Helly Hansen Polypropylene inner face lining that
combined with Merino Wool as an outer face, cre- 
ates a dry warm and lightweight garment that is exceptional as a thermal base layer.


2-layer construction
100% Merino wool exterior combined with
Lifa® technology interior
Non itch



Flatlock seams



215g/m² fabric

WOMEN / JACKETS

HH WOOL SHIRT
48496

EBONY

HH WOOL SHIRT

FEATURES



Helly Hansen Polypropylene inner face lining that
combined with Merino Wool as an outer face, cre- 
ates a dry warm and lightweight garment that is ex
ceptional as a thermal base layer.
MERINO WOOL

100% Merino wool
19,5 micron
Non Mulesed



Flat lock stitches



195g/m2 fabric



Built to last, comfortable, and stylish



Made from innovative materials using modern
-day technologies



Made to provide impeccable quality

WOMEN / SHIRTS

CREW PIQUE POLO
54377

BLACK
NAVY

CREW PIQUE POLO
Our successful, cotton pique short sleeve polo shirt
for women. Classic feminine looks and nicely fitting
polo for everyday use. Printed HH logo on sleeve.
Ideal for branding.

FEATURES



Comfortable cotton pique, 230 g/m2



Ribbed collar and cuffs



Buttoned front placket



HH logo at sleeve



Fitted

WOMEN / SHIRTS

NAIAD BREEZE POLO
53061

BLUE TINT STRIPE

NAIAD BREEZE POLO

BLOSSOM STRIPE

EVENING BLUE

FEATURES



Women's Helly Hansen NAIAD BREEZE POLO,
soft and nice fitting polo in comfortable cotton jersey 
for everyday use. Fun prints or classic colour op
tions for you personal choice.

Cotton jersey
Mercerized cotton 170g/m²
Buttoned front placket



1x1 rib at collar and sleeve cuff



Embroidered HH® logo on chest



Regular fit

WOMEN / SHIRTS

TRAINING T-SHIRT
48911

RACER BLUE

ALERT RED
SKY HIGH

FEATURES

TRAINING T-SHIRT



X-Cool quick dry fabric



Soft hand feeling

Regardless of what you are up to today, this training t
shirt for women will offer outstanding comfort, functional fit and a quick-dry solution from its stylish con
struction and fabric. Flatlocked stitches and a regular
fit add to the everyday comfort of this versatile short- 
sleeve training top.



UPF 40
Crewneck
HH Logo on chest
Flatlock stitching

WOMEN / SHIRTS

ASPIRE LIFA FLOW SINGLET
49166

MAGENTA

ASPIRE LIFA FLOW SINGLET
Perform beautifully in this training singlet
featuring Lifa Flow for superior moisture
management.
This feminine performance singlet will keep
you comfortable and dry no matter how long
your run is. The main fabric construction is
based on 4 decades of research and testing
in moisture management and made of supercharged Lifa®Flow fabric that pulls excess heat and sweat away from your skin
keeping you dry and cool during highintensity pursuits. Cute mesh details on back
for extra comfort in warmer days.

WOMEN / SHIRTS

ACTIVE FLOW SINGLET
48100

BLOSSOM

NIMBUS

FEATURES

ACTIVE FLOW SINGLE T
A singlet top offering advanced moisture
management and sun protection.
This HH product offers both advanced moisture management through it's Lifa® fiber
technology and sun protection (UPF40) in a
singlet construction ideal for any summer or
indoor sport activity.



Lifa® Flow fabric



Lifa® Stay Dry Technology combined with wicking polyester exterior



Flatlock stitches



Relaxed fit

WOMEN / SHIRTS

NAIAD SINGLET
53063

SHELL PINK

EVENING BLUE

FEATURES

NAIAD SINGLET
An essential singlet for summer days
For those warm summer days this singlet in
a soft and comfortable cotton/modal mix is a
must have. Great fit and looks with solids
and stripes mixed and matched.



Soft cotton/modal jersey



Scoop neckline



Curved hem with dropped back



Printed HH logo at side

WOMEN / SHIRTS

X-COOL SS
48103

BRIGHT BLOOM

MARINE BLUE

WHITE

BLACK

FEATURES

ACTIVE FLOW SINGLE T
A moisture wicking outdoor training top
ideal for an active summer lifestyle.
Helly Hansen X-Cool technology offers great
moisture wicking properties for an active
summer lifestyle



Wicking polyester fibers



Flatlock seams

WOMEN / SHIRTS

THALIA T-SHIRT
53040

SHELL PINK

THALIA SHIRT
The Helly Hansen Tahlia T-shirt is a semi
technical yet flattering women's top in a mix
of quick-dry stretch material back and burnout striped front panel fabric. Slightly more
relaxed fit for ease of movement and comfort. Vertical bartacked ventilation down center back. Small HH metal logo plate at bottom hem.

WOMEN / PANTS

HH DRY PANT
48600

BLACK

HH DRY PANT

FEATURES



Helly Hansen® Dry Lifa Pant are a lightweight insulated layer to go under snow pants or yachting trou- 
sers. The Lifa Dry technology moves moisture away 
from the skin to keep you warm in all conditions.



Lightweight
Fitted
Lifa® Stay Dry Technology
Flat lock stitching

WOMEN / PANTS

LOKE PANTS
62266

BLACK

LOKE PANTS
A lightweight, practical waterproof pant with fully
adjustable waist

FEATURES



Bluesign®approved fabric with 100% polyurethane laminate.



Machine Wash

A great adventure pant. Practical for a variety of weath- 
er conditions with a fully water- and windproof yet
breathable construction. Adjustable waist let you adjust 
the fit and comfort for year-round outdoor activity.

HELLY TECH®

Helly Tech Protection - waterproof, windproof,
breathable
2.5-ply fabric construction, fully seamed
sealed



Durable water Repellency treatment (DWR)



Zipped hand pockets and bottom leg zipper



Adjustable waist

WOMEN / PANTS

HH WARM PANT
48635

BL

HH WARM PANT

FEATURES



Helly Hansen Polypropylene inner face lining that

combined with Merino Wool as an outer face, creates a dry warm and lightweight garment that is ex- 
ceptional as a thermal base layer.
MERINO WOOL

57% Merino wool, 43% Polypropylene
Imported
Elastic closure



Machine Wash



Non itch, 215g/m2



HHWarm Technology to keep you dry, warm
and comfortable



LifaStay Dry Technology



Non itch Pure Merino Wool

WOMEN / PANTS

HH JEANS
51575

EVENING BLUE

HH JEANS

FEATURES



Stylish and brightly coloured Helly Hansen jeans for 
women with front and back pockets. Comfortable
cotton with stretch for both comfort and fit. Dyed for
a rich and vibrant colour.




Womens Evening Blue W HH Jeans
Stylish and brightly coloured Helly Hansen
jeans for women with front and back pockets.
Comfortable cotton with stretch for both comfort and fit. Dyed for a rich and vibrant colour.
Cotton
Front jeans pockets

WOMEN / PANTS

PACE 3/4 TIGHTS
48798

BLACK

PACE 3/4 TIGHTS
The 3/4 version of our best-selling running
tights. Our Pace Tights 3 are a best-seller for a
reason. They have won several international tests
for their outstanding comfort, support, functionality
and style, and these 3/4-length tights embody all
the same features and benefits. With premium
stretch fabric and ergonomically placed seams and
panels for maximum movement, they will soon be
one of your favourites. 36 degree reflective details
for safety. Zipped sweat proof back pocket for your
electronics and keys.

FEATURES









88% Polyester, 12% Elastane
Imported
Articulated legs for enhanced movement
Supportive main stretch fabric
Quick dry mesh at backside knees
Draw cord waist and sweat proof pocket
360 degree reflectivity and HH logo on thigh

WOMEN / PANTS

SELSI TIGHTS
62690

BLACK

SELSI TIGHTS
The Selsi tights are extremely comfortable due to
their 4 way stretch fabric. They are moisture wicking and have mesh pannels on the lower leg to
keep you cool.

FEATURES



Stretch technical 28g knitSide and bottom leg
geometric mesh
 High stretch
 Moisture wicking
 Inside high visibility draw cord
 7/8 length
 88% Polyester
 12% Elastane

WOMEN / PANTS

HILD QD SHORT
62697

LAUREL OAK

EBONY

HH HILD QD SHORTS

FEATURES



It’s light, durable, stretchy fabric assures freedom of
movement for high-stepping, and it has the sun pro- 
tection needed to enjoy all sorts of summer activi
ties. Summer short for climbing, hiking, and all
things sunny. Durable, quick-drying, stretchy fabric 
for unimpeded mobility. UPF 50+ sun protection
has the highest rating available

85% Polyamide, 15% Elastane
Imported
Machine Wash
Fit for all kinds of active pursuits, Nylon quick
dry stretch woven fabric with UV 50+ sun protection



Stitch knit waistband



Gusset for extra movement



Front patch pockets

WOMEN / PANTS

HH JEANS
51575

MARINE BLUE

BLACK

SHELL PINK

HH SPORT BRIEFS
Technical underwear with excellent moisture management and ventilation. Great for any sport, any
time!

FEATURES








89% Polyamide/11% Elastane
Imported
Machine Wash
Integrated Lifa fiber technology with excellent
moisture management
Strategically placed ventilation
Elastic waist band

